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Section 2 includes seven key areas across four 
landscape types:

- Bear Brook Flood Allevation Zone (LT1)
- Richmond Road(Type 3)
- Westend Ditch (Type 3)
- Westend Ditch Field (LT4)
- Bedgrove ‘Country Park’ (LT4)
- Hampden Fields South (LT4)
- Hampden Hall Estate (LT7)

Plan for Section 2

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2)
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These images show ‘before’ and ‘after’ views of the 
Gardenway route passing through the Bear Brook 
flood allevation zone via a boardwalk. 

Artist’s impression of the Gardenway route crossing the Bear Brook flood allevation zone

Existing view looking east across Bear Brook flood alleviation zone

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2)
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These images show ‘before’ and ‘after’ views of 
the Gardenway route between the Bear Brook and 
flood alleviation zone and neighbourhood housing 
at Broughton. 

An artist’s impression of the Gardenway route between Bear Brook flood alleviation and neighbourhood housing at Broughton 

Existing view looking south at Bear Brook flood alleviation zone

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2)
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These images show ‘before’ and ‘after’ views of a 
segregated Gardenway route at Richmond Road.

An artist’s impression of a segregated Gardenway route at Richmond Road showing public realm and environmental enhancements to both the street and green space 

Existing view looking north along Richmond Road 

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2)
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These images show ‘before’ and ‘after’ views of the 
Gardenway route as it passes along the west side 
of Westend Ditch field.

Artist’s impression showing the Gardenway route at the corner of the Westend Ditch field

Existing view looking north at Westend Ditch field

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2)
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These images show ‘before’ and ‘after’ views of the 
Gardenway route crossing a field east of Wendover 
Road. The views shows a Gardenway maximum 
route type, set within an expanded black poplar 
landscape. The South East Aylesbury Link Road 
(SEALR) will be situated just beyond this view.
While the Gardenway route is not now planned 
along this edge, it does give an impression of how 
an expansion of the wooded edge at Bedgrove Park 
might look.

Artist’s impression of how the Gardenway route could look set in wodded fields south of Aylesbury’s urban fringe 

Existing view south across field east of Wendover Road near Bedgrove 

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2)
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Gardenway route
From the south side of the Grand Union Canal 
and humpback bridge landing point, the route is 
proposed to cross the north section of the Bear 
Brook flood alleviation zone, embankment to 
embankment bordering the adjacent Broughton 
neighbourhood and follow the Bear Brook south 
towards Richmond Rd.

Route type
Elevated boardwalk and grade level, Gardenway 
minimum/lane type arrangement with lower level 
walking route.

Landscape integration
- Careful boardwalk alignment, siting and design 
/ integration of structure are required to minimise 
impacts on the flood alleviation zone and habitat. 
- The at-grade walking / wheeling and cycling 
routes can be segregated between upper and lower 
embankment levels. 
- Neighbourhood edge to be planted with trees 
and native hedgerow species to strengthen the 
boundary and create a filtered screen.  

A hide to enjoy the wildlife of the lake 

Vision
A coherent and revitalised green and blue 
infrastructure network with increased habitat and 
greater social value as a neighbourhood resource.

Landscape strategy principles
- Integrate the boardwalk structure to minimise 
human impact on a sensitive landscape but 
enable an immersive experience of the natural 
environment.
- Tie in with the historic humpback bridge and 
embankment and link to the towpath walking and 
cycling route on the south side of the canal.
- Create clear physical and landscape element 
connections with Oakfield Park / Playspace and 
Narbeth Drive Park and relate to emerging hub.
- Create a green neighbourhood ‘fringe’ at the 
upper embankment level with new trees and native 
hedgerows to offer residents more visual protection 
but retain views over the adjacent lake and wetland.
- Convert the amenity grassland of the 
embankments to species-rich meadow and expand 
into local park spaces.
- Address erosion along the Bear Brook corridor 
with bio-engineering techniques and new marginal 
planting. 

Facilities
- Seating which enjoys views over the wetland.
- Lookout and pause points along the boardwalk.
- Bat-friendly lighting
- Interpretation of lake, wetland, canal, and species.
- Lake platform, outdoor classroom, and hide.
- Signs and wayfinding towards north of Grand 
Union Canal and towpath access, Canal Basin, 
Broughton SAM, and continuation of Gardenway 
route south.

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2) - Bear Brook flood alleviation zone

Existing view looking east over Bear Brook flood alleviation area

An example of a segregated route along a river embankment 

Embankment seating taking advantage of a long view 
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Gardenway route
Between the Bear Brook flood allevation area 
and the A41, the proposed Gardenway route is 
mostly segregated with an on-street cycling route 
in Richmond Road and a segregated walking and 
wheeling route running through the greenspace. 
The cycling facility transfers to the greenspace to 
transition towards Bear Brook.

Route type
Hybrid predominantly separated on-street cycle 
facility and walking and wheeling route through the 
greenspace.

Landscape integration 
- Options for ‘healthy street’ transformation 
include new public realm treatments (eg, Van Gogh 
Walk, Lambeth) or a simpler surface treatment 
and cycleway demarcation with new street tree 
planting.
- The walking and wheeling route is set within an 
ecologically enhanced greenspace.  

Low-key seating and natural play

Vision
Richmond Road achieves its potential as a 
‘healthy street’ environment including swales 
and raingardens with a natural uplift to the 
neigbourhood greenspace that encourages 
greater use by residents. De-paving  and 
water conservation principles are adopted by 
householders in front gardens and driveways 
demonstrating the step change that can be 
achieved by working together. 

Landscape strategy principles
- Create a new surface and public realm treatment 
for the street which prioritises people over cars.
- Use street and verge tree planting to shade the 
street surface and improve air quality.
- Integrate vegetated swales / raingardens into the 
existing verge to support water management and 
biodiversity.
 - Promote a parkland feel to the reenspace with 
informal new tree planting, and areas of species-
rich meadow. 
- Create informal, natural play opportunities.
- Define route(s) to the Scheduled Ancient 
Monument (SAM) at Broughton and ensure 
sensitive siting to minimise any damage to the 
heritage site.
- Create a threshold / pause point to the south end 
of the greenspace with clear wayfinding that is well 
integrated with the planned junction change.
-  Interpret the significance of Akeman Street, the 
old Roman Road (now the A41).

Facilities
- Seating, and natural play.
- Bat-friendly lighting.
- Interpretation, signs and wayfinding.

 

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2) - Richmond Road and greenspace

Existing view looking north along Richmond Road and greenspace

Resurface road and install street tree planting and vegetated swale

Convert amenity grassland areas to species-rich meadow Diversify tree planting

Pollinator-friendly front gardens
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Gardenway route
The proposed route will broadly follow the line of 
the existing north-south footpath to the west of the 
site between the A41 Tring Road and fields to the 
south.

Route type
Gardenway maximum / Gardenway minimum.

Landscape integration
- Create areas of species-rich wildflower meadow 
either side of the Gardenway route with informal 
tree planting.

Unpackable play and storage facilities 

Vision
A park that celebrates the meeting of two 
neighbourhoods by creating more flexible social 
spaces with an enhanced landscape setting.

Landscape strategy principles
- Improve park entrances and identity at north and 
south ends and create threshold spaces from the 
eastern neighbourhood.
- Improve access to the Bedgrove neighbourhood to 
the west and reveal the presence of the allotments 
with a special sign and gate.
- Create a threshold space to enable a pause 
point and safe transition across the A41 with 
interpretation of its Roman origins.
- Conserve the long view south towards the 
Chilterns and ensure that new tree planting does 
not block the long view.
- Upgrade the surfacing of the existing path 
network, eg, tar spray and gravel for an improved 
aesthetic suitable for a park environment.
- Reveal Westend ditch and manage the 
watercourse / hedgerows for wildlife conservation.
- Plant a new interior tree structure to the east side 
of the park to frame a series of different scaled 
social spaces including smaller, intimate spaces to 
larger spaces for group activity using trees which 
offer strong seasonal qualities. 
- Convert some of the amenity grassland to species 
-rich meadow and improve the habitat of the 
seasonal ponds (SUDS) facilities.
- Maximise the seasonal social life supported by 
access to power, and storage for play equipment.

Facilities
- Seating, bike, buggy and scooter parking.
- Lighting, interpretation, signs and wayfinding.

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2) - Westend Ditch greenspace

Existing view looking south at Westend Ditch greenspace

Create threshold spaces with the eastern neighbourhood 

A loosely tree-lined route with incidental spaces and moments 
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Gardenway route
From Westend Ditch greenspace the route tracks 
south into an arable field at Bedgrove’s south-east 
broadly following the line of the existing track and 
ditch line adjacent back gardens and on further 
south.

Route type
Gardenway minimum.

Landscape integration
- Situate the Gardenway route within a species-rich 
meadow margin and create a greener boundary 
along the neighbourhood back garden fence line 
while improving the setting of Westend Ditch.

An example of community agriculture 

Celebrating the harvest

Vision
 A working arable field with a community hub 
demonstrating good land management practices.

Landscape strategy principles
- Continue sustainable arable farming with 
hedgerows managed for wildlife and generous 
species-rich grassland field margins.
- Create a community hub linked to agricultural 
practice which can also support Westend Ditch / 
Fields south of Bedgrove Park users.
- Plant a native hedgerow and climbers to 
neighbourhood back fence line to improve the 
appearance and habitat connectivity.
- Create more space for Westend Ditch and 
associated wildlife by increasing width and re-
defining bank profiles for marginal vegetation and 
create platforms to enable better access.
- Use wayfinding to signpost people to Bedgrove 
Park, Weston Turville, Stoke Mandeville and future 
development sites, etc.
 
Facilities
- Community hub space with associated bike, 
buggy and scooter parking.
- Informal seating.
- Bat-friendly lighting.
- Interpretation, signs and wayfinding.

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2) - Westend Ditch field

Existing view along a boundary of Westend Ditch field

Manage hedgerows for wildlife
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Gardenway route
The proposed route crosses several arable / 
pastoral fields south of Aylesbury’s urban fringe 
at Bedgrove in the context of planned new 
development sites - Hampden Fields East and West 
and will cross the South East Aylesbury Link Road 
(SEALR).

Route type
The route type is likely to vary in this area, between 
Gardenway maximum / Gardenway minimum and 
Gardenway lane.

Landscape integration
- Careful siting of the Gardenway route in relation 
to site falls and levels is required to create a fully 
accessible route designed to minimum gradients.
- The majority of the route is likely to be across 
open species-rich grassland with woodland belt, 
copses and scattered trees. 
- Integration of the Gardenway will be specific to 
each landscape or vegetation type, eg, meadow 
grassland with mown edges, ‘glade’ type edge 
within woodland areas, etc.

Define spaces for forest school and environmental education

Integrate challenging and other inclusive play

Vision
Consolidate the network of fields to form an 
ecologically rich ‘Country Park’ type resource 
between the different existing and proposed 
communities at Bedgrove and Hampden Fields 
using the structure of the existing field and 
hedgerow patterns as a spatial framework. Link 
to the southern expansion of Bedgrove Park 
and Weston Turville to create a joined-up green 
infrastructure (GI) network.

Landscape strategy principles
- Create a mosaic of species-rich meadow and 
woodland copses within the hedgerow structure to 
form the Country Park GI framework coordinated 
with walking, wheeling and cycling routes.
- Expand the black poplar landscape in the wetter 
areas and adjacent water courses.
- Link to the community hub proposed at Westend 
Ditch field, and the community centre and facilities 
at Bedgrove Park.
- Integrate new active uses such as adventurous 
play, climbing / bouldering, BMX / pump track and 
forest school facilities, etc.
- Create more space for Westend Ditch and 
integrate planned wetland areas with accessible 
access, platforms, outdoor classrooms, etc.
- Use wayfinding to signpost people to Bedgrove 
Park, Weston Turville, Stoke Mandeville and future 
development sites, etc.
 
Facilities
- Informal seating, and bike, buggy and scooter 
parking associated with hubs and local ‘stations’.
- Bat-friendly lighting.
- Interpretation, signs and wayfinding.
- Adventurous play and other suitable active uses.

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2) - Fields south of Bedgrove ‘Country Park’

Existing view looking south-east across fields south of Bedgrove 

Create a ‘Country Park’ using the hedgerow structure as a framework for a mosaic of different habitats

Develop the black poplar lansdcape as a priority GI project
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Gardenway route
South of the planned South East Aylesbury Link 
Road (SEALR) the Gardenway route is shown as 
an east-west green infrastructure link through the 
proposed new development site at Hampden Fields 
South.

Route type
Further work is required to plan the exact type of 
Gardenway route for this future neighbourhood 
to accord with development plans and the 
likely scale of spaces available within which to 
accommodate the route. The Gardenway can work 
as a green corridor adapted to a range of more 
urban conditions and scales - however it would be 
wonderful to achieve a Gardenway maximum type 
facility if feasible to maximise the benefits of green 
infrastructure.

Landscape integration
- The Gardenway route can be integrated by 
relating it to the planned structure, pattern of 
neighbourhood streets, spaces and buildings, 
and pre-existing landscape elements such as 
hedgerows, grasslands, etc, so that it fits the 
site, scale and pattern of the development, and 
is planned to complement Hampden Fields 
development design codes.

Link the Gardenway with other green spaces and facilities

Vision
The vision for this part of the Gardenway remains 
at a high level as a strategic thread of significant 
green infrastructure (GI) providing habitat 
connectivity. It could provide an exemplar for 
integrating green corridors, either as a more 
formal avenue type facilty or informal linear park 
to suit the context. 

Landscape strategy principles
- Define an identity, scale and structure for this 
section of the Gardenway in relation to adjacent 
building frontages and facilities.
-Use tree planting to shade hard surfaces and 
reduce the urban heat island effect and improve air 
quality.
- Integrate a sustainable urban drainage system 
(SUDS) such as swales and rain gardens as 
appropriate.
- Provide spaces for rest and relaxation or other 
recreational uses to enhance neighbourhood 
facilities as appropriate, encouraging social uses, 
and link to a community hub.
- Link to other green spaces within the 
development to enhance the spatial network of GI.
- Provide thresholds and transition points as 
appropriate that anticipate changes in condition to 
adjacent streets, crossing points, etc.

Facilities
- Seating and rest points.
- Lighting.
- Signs and wayfinding.

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2) - Hampden Fields south

The Gardenway route can become an essential thread of green infrastructure through the new neighbourhood at Hampden Fields South

Integrate SUDS for resilience and biodiversity

Existing view east across Hampden Fields
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Gardenway route
Between Hampden Fields South and Wendover 
Road, the Gardenway route is proposed to pass 
through the existing neighbourhood at Hampden 
Hall Estate via Honeysuckle Place and Tamarisk 
Way where it joins and crosses Wendover Road at 
the east end of Tamarisk Way.

Route type
Hybrid ‘healthy street’ type environment with a 
potential on-street cycleway with walking and 
wheeling route integrated into footways and green 
spaces.

Landscape integration
- Transform Honeysuckle Place and Tamarisk Way 
into more attractive ‘healthy street’ environments 
with a new public realm treatment across footways 
and carriageways, including surfacing, trees, 
incidental play, etc, that prioritise people over 
vehicles. See examples at Van Gogh Walk (top) 
opposite and Derbyshire Street (bottom left) 
opposite.

Community gardening in a neighbourhood pocket park

Vision
A revitalised neighbourhood public realm 
environment with a strengthened sense of 
place delivered via a green infrastructure (GI) 
framework that maximises the potential of 
every space, bringing residual spaces into more 
productive use, eg, for community gardens 
and mini orchard groves, spaces for play and 
relaxation linked to the nearby fields and green 
spaces to the south and east.

Landscape strategy principles
- Provide a new public realm treatment and 
integrate the Gardenway route.
- Implement a tree planting programme across 
the neighbourhood to improve the setting of the 
housing.
- Create pocket parks, a tiny forest, and growing 
spaces in amenity grassland residual spaces for 
play, socialising and food production.
- Retrofit SUD facilities to manage surface water 
run-off.
- Encourage de-paving, water conservation 
measures and biodiverse planting.
- Introduce art / green walls along the route to 
support wayfinding.
- Provide threshold / pause point space for safe 
transition prior to crossing Wendover Road.

Facilities
- Seating, play and growing areas.
- Wayfinding and interpretation.
- Bike storage.
- Lighting.

Aylesbury Gardenway Landscape Strategy East (Section 2) - Hampden Hall Estate

Healthy streets retrofitted into an existing neighbourhood with rain gardens, street tree planting, bike street, and walking / cycling route

Play can be part of the journey to school in a healthy neighbourhood

View looking north along Honeysuckle Place towards Tamarisk Place 


